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Abstract
An analysis behind the concept of advocacy reveals not only a myriad of definitions and explanations related to patient advocacy, beyond a pleader for the vulnerable or watchdog, but also attributes and roots that go back all the way from the Ming Dynasty to its American birth in the 1920’s, and more recently as an egalitarian human rights tool. A brief rich historical tradition serves as a background to put into perspective the reason behind the birth, evolution and growth of advocacy until its current important role in influencing health, not only in the United States, but as a global growing movement. This historical perspective adds to prior related research of the author on the concept and vision behind health equity. But there is more behind the meaning and history of these two intertwined terms as impactful to health, equality and basic human dignity but, most importantly, as able to amplify the voice of one, or many.
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Introduction
Health equity and patient advocacy are concepts that nurture each other, are catalytic of change and have a rich historic perspective. Prior research about the historical analysis of health equity published by the author in 2017 concluded that, beyond its meaning, a significant step forward lies in articulating the policies and practices that can lead us toward the ideal of health equity, and in being able to summon the social commitment and political will to turn vision into reality. The same is true for patient advocacy.

Descriptions of the ‘advocate’ term range from counselor, watchdog and representative, to potential whistleblower as well as a pleader for the vulnerable. Advocacy types provide a kaleidoscope into every aspect of human nature including legal, human, system, individual, political, legislative, spiritual, moral-ethical and patient advocacy. There does appear to be a consensus that advocacy involves one person representing another. However, for Archer L. it means more than speaking for another as it involves intervention for ‘vulnerable’ people who require it [1]. The results from the analysis of the concept of advocacy reveal that it is a combination of three essential helping strategies. Only when valuing, apprising and interceding are combined can advocacy be realized. Advocacy involves enabling patients to make their own decisions regarding health care, which will encourage the likelihood of them obtaining the health care of their choice. The final attribute is interceding. It means coming between parties and intervening or mediating where necessary [2].

Discussion
Part of advocacy’s rich historic tradition had its origins in bureaucratic movements aimed at working toward the benefit of individuals. In the 14th century the Ming Dynasty has the first mention of a government ombudsman – “one who acts on behalf of another” [3]. Later in the 1920’s nurses played a key role in promoting the rights of patients in their Code of Ethics [4], and during WWII Great Britain established a Citizen Advice Bureau. But it wasn’t until the 1970’s that a formalized patient advocacy program development emerged in healthcare [3]. While the term “patient advocacy” is more recent, its roots are in the much “broader field of public health education that became a social force beginning in the 1900’s.” Clarence Pearson, a public health educator who worked at MetLife for much of his career, established the first organized, private sector public health education program in the United States [5]. In 1926, the ANA, presented a nursing Code of Ethics that established the goals, values and obligations of this profession. The Code of Ethics includes nine provisions; particular to this research is provision three that includes the statement: The nurse promotes, advocates for, and strives to protect the health, safety, and rights of the
patient [4]. While patient advocacy groups, in their current form, began from the early days of cancer research and treatment in the 1950’s, one, if not the best-known, example comes from the very roots of patient engagement in the HIV/AIDS grassroots advocacy of the 1980s. This work evolved in the 90’s with the FDA's Patient Representative Program, which today includes over 300 diseases and conditions [6]. In reaction to a medical-centric perspective during the 1960’s, patients’ rights advocates and organizations began to establish themselves in the early 70’s out of patient self-help and self-care movements [7]. In the early 1970’s, hospitals began to recognize the need for a liaison between patients and hospitals [3]. In the 70’s and 80’s the concept of the empowered patient-consumer arose and was embraced by activists to redress the growing imbalance of power between patients, and care givers in order to ensure that the patients came before the profits.

The Evolution of Patient Advocacy

Patient advocacy groups started out as support and self-help groups, joining those who have a common illness/disease to assist those who are diagnosed and who have survived. Following an outburst of patient activism, which was highly informed and motivated, the pharmaceutical industry and regulators were forced to reconsider the way they interacted with patients. Today there are many patient advocacy groups, and these are increasingly more involved in the pharmaceutical, regulatory and policy-making process. The current field of patient advocacy has its roots in the patient rights movement of the 1970’s including the American Cancer Society, March of Dimes and Margaret Sanger, precursor of Planned Parenthood. The National Welfare Rights Organization was instrumental in getting a patient bill of rights accepted by JACH in 1972. That document is the foundation for patient rights and advocacy today [7]. In 1998 the U.S. Advisory Commission on Consumer Protection and Quality in the Health Care Industry adopted the Consumer Bill of Rights and Responsibilities, commonly known as the “Patient’s Bill of Rights.” It stresses the importance of a healthy relationship between the healthcare provider and the patient and plays a key role in outlining all the rules, regulations and stipulations on the part of the healthcare provider when dealing with all patients [3,9]. Human rights advocacy strategies include sensitization, participation, protection, good governance, and accountability [10].

The Growing Global Movement: The First Big Accomplishments of Patient Advocacy

One of the primary results of patient advocacy was that the FDA created an office to work with patient advocates. This work in particular has evolved in the 90’s with the Patient Representative Program, which solicits the involvement of patients to inform the regulatory decision-making process through advisory committees and panels. Today, this program now includes over 300 diseases and conditions [6]. Patient advocacy groups have evolved to not only include support and serve as clinical liaisons, but also focus on education, public policy as well as advocacy to serve the increasingly more complex global healthcare systems. In fact, currently the IAPO, works to promote patient-centered healthcare around the world. It currently has 276-member organizations from 71 countries representing 50 disease areas [11].

Conclusion

From a historical perspective, in the mid-1900s patient advocacy groups arose from self-help groups, organized from natural “support systems” of patients and their involvement in learning and contributing to decisions about their own destiny [7]. That destiny is now rich, relevant, diverse and global, reaching from patient advocacy, to regulatory and policy influence, to self-empowerment. Patient advocacy and cultural awareness education must continue to gain momentum in today’s healthcare environments and curricula. Healthcare leaders that embrace and deliver these important interventions will observe higher patient satisfaction scores and lower health disparity rates among all populations within their communities [4]. The advocate’s role in today’s changing healthcare environment continues to evolve. With a heightened awareness of the importance of a positive patient experience, many improvement initiatives are currently underway in hospitals. The patient advocate role is a critical part of these efforts. From a regulatory perspective, the patient advocate is often responsible for oversight of the organizations’ compliance with patient rights, administration of the language services program, management of the complaint and grievance processes and identification of improvement opportunities through the analysis of data gathered within the process of addressing complaints and grievances[3]. The IPAF is globally relevant and could be adapted and implemented in other countries to amplify patient voices in the policymaking process, increase grassroots mobilization, improve health systems through addressing patient needs, and ultimately support countries in meeting health targets for infectious and non-communicable diseases, from access to prevention, to treatments, rehabilitation and cures. Further research is also needed on the long-term impacts of patient advocacy [12]. Societal and government commitment is needed to support the patient voices with resources and the formal opportunities that allow the advocacy groups to deliver on their mission. Furthermore, the policy making process must require the involvement of patient advocacy to ensure that decisions are made with the interests of patients properly reflected. Experts state that ultimately, the benefits of collaboration in advocacy include “a reduction in redundancy of services, conservation of human and financial resources... and population of survivors who are empowered and engaged advocates”.
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